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Introduction 
Howardite, eucrite and diogenite clan (HED) is one of the magmatic achondrite 

groups that has been suggested associate with asteroid (4) Vesta [1].  Previous 

geochemical studies have suggested HED were generated by magmatic melting 

followed by differentiation crystallization, metamorphic, and impact [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].  

However, with more HED like samples being analysis, the petrological diversity of 

them may indicate more complex magma processes in these meteorites.  Could 

that anomalous be linked to different parental asteroid? Does the magma ocean 

have covered the whole surface of (4) Vesta? Can we consider the difference 

among them just reflect the hetrogenesis of asteroid (4) Vesta itself?  By applying 

multivariable discrimination analysis, with all elemental information can be 

considered together for their petrological process, together with oxygen isotopic 

compositions, we try to get answers for these questions. 

 Results  

 There are two main trains shown in Figure 1, one from basaltic eucrite, cumulated eucrite to 

orthopyroxenes diogenite field; and the other is from one end of the orthopyroxenes of basaltic 

eucrites to pigeonites, and then to augites of basaltic eucrite.  All fields for mineral phases along 

with the rock types are all well separated with very limit overlapping.  

 The results from the MDA for the five anomalous meteorites are list in Table 1. The groupings 

obtained by MDA method show the close similar field of those samples may belong to. The (D17O‰ 

values of these samples [10, 11] are all different from the D17O‰ value of HED which is -0.240 +/- 

0.001 except QUE94484 with -0.245 for D17O‰ value. ) 

Methodology 

 MDA method derive a set of canonical discriminant functions [6, 7]:  

   fkm  = u0 +  u1 x1km+ u2x2km + … + up xpkm + e j 

      (where fkm is the canonical function for case m in group k, and x1km, x2km … xpkm  are the 

independent variables; e j is the error and the u0 , u1… up are discriminant coefficients). 

 ui  is obtrained by solving between-group covariance matrix with eigen value and matrix. 

 All data in this study have been standardized by z-score. 

        z-score = (x-X )/s 

      (where x is an element in the variable;  X is the mean of the variables and s is the standard 

deviation).  

 Eight major elements are used in this study.  All data have been transforming from weight 

present to atomic weight present for better statistical modeling.  

 All pigeonites have CaO average 15.6% +/-1.9 and the augites have CaO average 4.0% +/-1.8. 

 SPSS a professional statistic program, is used to analysis these data [8, 9] 

 The data set has included >200 pyroxenes samples; each has 8 major element oxides.  

b. 

Discussion 
 Our results indicate the MDA method has provided reliable analysis on study of the HED minerals on 

grouping, correlation between elements, and mineral phases, and the major factors leading the magma 

processing by statistical way. The result form MDA analysis has demonstrated that if sample does not 

fall in the fields of these groups, it may either not come from (4) Vesta or they may suggests 

heterogenic magmas in (4) Vesta.  For samples that fall in the same fields of normal eucrite or 

diogenite need to be checked also for their oxygen isotope values. Samples with oxygen isotope ratios 

different from (4) Vesta cannot be consider as the same groups.   Most of  the abnormal samples we 

analyzed here can be considered linking to different parental asteroids. 

     Figure 1.  The Canonical Discriminant Function diagram for the pyroxene data of eucrites and 

diogenites in this study. a=diopside in diogenite, b=augite in diogenite, c=diopside in eucrite, 

d=augite in cumulated eucrite, e=augite in basaltic eucrite, f=pigeonite in basaltic eucrite, 

g=orthopyroxene in basaltic eucrite, h=pigeonite in cumulated eucrite, i=orthopyxene in 

cumulated eucrite, j=orthopyxene in diogenite, k=pigeonite in diogenite. 
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METEORIT Mineral Phase Identified by MDA Function 1 Function_2  D17O‰ 

EET 87542 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite  1.81 - 5.27 

EET 87542 pigeonite pigeonite cumulate  eucrite 0.82 -4.58 

EET 87542 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -0.25 -4.27 

EET 87542 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -0.56 -3.91 

EET 87542 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -2.73 -3.17 

EET 87542 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -3.95 -3.02 

EET 87542 augite augite basaltic eucrite -7.22 -0.61 

 EET 92023 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 2.56 -3.41 -0.122 

EET 92023 pigeonite orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 1.24 -4.27 

EET 92023 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite 1.24 -2.75 

EET 92023 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -0.23 -2.34 

EET 92023 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -4.22 -0.97 

              

PCA 82502 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 0.29 -6.91 -0.223 

PCA 82502 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 0.21 -7.15 

PCA 82502 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -1.33 -6.26 

PCA 82502 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -1.38 -5.99 

PCA 82502 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -2.38 -5.41 

PCA 82502 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -2.99 -5.11 

PCA 82502 augite augite  basaltic eucrite -7.10 -2.86 

              

PCA 91007 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 0.54 -7.00 -0.202 

PCA 91007 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 0.50 -6.71 

PCA 91007 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 0.44 -6.91 

PCA 91007 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 0.37 -7.02 

PCA 91007 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -1.86 -5.83 

PCA 91007 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -2.00 -5.67 

PCA 91007 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -2.20 -5.48 

PCA 91007 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -2.72 -4.89 

PCA 91007 augite augite  basaltic eucrite -6.88 -2.04 

              

QUE 94484 pigeonite pigeonite cumulate eucrite 3.80 1.24 -0.245 

QUE 94484 orthopyroxene pigeonite cumulate eucrite 3.77 -1.25 

QUE 94484 pigeonite pigeonite cumulate  eucrite 2.76 -0.02 

QUE 94484 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite 0.85 -2.26 

QUE 94484 augite  augite  basaltic eucrite -6.79 -2.91 

        

Table 1a The results from the MDA for the five anomalous meteorites 

METEORIT Mineral Phase Identified by MDA Function 1 Function_2 

 

D17O‰ 

A-881394 augite augite cumulated eucrite -9.64 3.73 -0.122 

A-881394 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene cumulated eucrite 3.94 -2.79 

              

A-881839 pigeonite orthopyroxene diogenite 4.71 1.13 

A-881839 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene diogenite 5.69 1.45 

Ibitira augite augite basaltic eucrite -10.17 0.28 -0.069 

Ibitira orthopyroxene orthopyroxene basaltic eucrite 1.04 -5.90 

              

NWA 011 augite augite basaltic eucrite -10.90 -0.68 -1.580 

NWA 011 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -1.19 -7.22 

              

NWA 1240 orthopyroxene orthopyroxene diogenite 7.77 3.02 -0.272 

NWA 1240 pigeonite orthopyroxene diogenite 4.96 2.14 

NWA 1240 pigeonite pigeonite cumulated eucrite 0.49 -2.69 

NWA 1240 pigeonite pigeonite basaltic eucrite -2.18 -5.44 

NWA 1240 pigeonite -4.63 -6.83 

NWA 1240 orthopyroxene -5.47 -17.38 

NWA 1240 pigeonite -8.43 -11.59 

NWA 1240 augite -15.06 -6.67 

 Canonical Discriminant Function Impact factor Slope 

Function Coefficients  Function 1  Function 2 (|F1|+|F2|)/Total F2/F1 

%   

Zscore(SIO2) -0.03 0.15 0.59 -5.67 

Zscore(MNO) 0.04 -0.22 0.85 -4.8 

Zscore(MGO) 3.46 8.24 38.27 2.4 

Zscore(FEO) 0.49 3.7 13.74 7.6 

Zscore(CAO) -4.33 7.31 38.17 1.7 

Zscore(AL2O3) 0.23 0.78 3.3 3.4 

Zscore(TIO2) -0.15 -0.31 1.5 2.1 

 Constant) -0.36 -0.71 

Abnormal meteorites 

 EET87542 More than half of the MDA data points of it falls outside the normal basaltic eucrite fields, only two of 

the data points do similar to that for the Moore Country.  Thus, our MDA result does not support EET87542 as 

normal eucrite.   

 EET92023 The oxygen isotope value (D17O‰ = -0.122) is difference from normal eucrite. Most of MDA data 

points fall outside of the normal eucrite fields and it is considered as anomalous eucrites. 

 PCA82502 appears very similar to PCA91007.  all mineral phase of them overlaps to each other and all fall in the 

normal eucrite fields, thus strongly support that them are paired.  The oxygen isotope (D17O‰ = -0.223 and -

0.202, respectively) show small different from normal eucrite. they may be grouped as normal eucrite. 

 QUE94484 has been described as unbrecciated unequilibrated basalt. The variations may link to formation of the 

QUE94484 under reduction magma condition that for high silicon and low Fe/Mn rations. Oxygen isotope 

(D17O‰ =-0.245) of it does fall close to normal HED (D17O‰ = -0.240 +/-0.001) field.  Our MDA data points for 

QUE94484 fall close but not in the cumulated eucrite fields too, that may suggest unequilibrated processes during 

crystallization of the magma.  

 A-881394 are comparable to those in normal cumulate eucrite.   However, oxygen isotope data of A-881394 

(D17O‰ = -0.122) does not overlap with the normal eucrite (Scott et al., 2009).  Plagioclase (An98) in A-881394 is 

very high calcic than those in cumulate eucrite (An91-95) and in non-cumulate eucrite (An91-95). That may indicate 

that similar petrogenesis but not form at the same time for these normal HED rocks. 

 A-881839 No oxygen isotope data for A-881839 yet.  Our analysis conform that both minerals of it fall in or close 

to the normal diogenite fields and It may belong to normal eucrite.   

 Ibitira come from parent body different from HED group of (4) Vesta (Mittlefehldt 2005).  Our MDA data show 

the Ibitira points fall right in the basaltic eucrite fields.  If not the different in oxygen isotope values, we cannot 

separate them from normal eucrite.  

 NWA011 Our discriminant analysis indicated that pyroxenes of NWA011 fall in basaltic eucrites fields, thus 

suggest same chemical composition and mineral phase can formed on parent body that difference from (4) Vesta.   

 NWA1240 Our results show pyroxenes minerals in NWA1240 are scattered widely; most of them fall outside the 

fields of normal eucrites and diogenites. Oxygen isotope value, such as D17O‰   = -0.272, fall outside of normal 

cumulate eucrite fields of HED as well.  Thus, NWA1240 cannot be considered as HED that from (4) Vesta. 
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